•

WE BELIEVE that our Race is our Religion.

•

WE BELIEVE that the White Race is Nature's Finest.

•

WE BELIEVE that racial loyalty is the greatest of all
honors, and racial treason is the worst of all crimes.

•

WE BELIEVE that what is good for the White Race is the
highest virtue; and what is bad for the White Race is the ultimate sin.

•

WE BELIEVE that the one and only, true and revolutionary White Racial Religion Creativity - is the only salvation for the White Race.

* Creativity ~ The Religion of the White Race! *
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Oath of Dedication and Loyalty
“I hereby pledge my undying loyalty to the WHITE RACE and to the CHURCH OF CREATIVITY:
That I am a true member of the WHITE RACE and will faithfully practice RACIAL LOYALTY;
and that at all times, I will practice the GOLDEN RULE, namely, to promote the best interests
of the WHITE RACE.
“To the Creed of Creativity, I forever pledge my Life, my Sacred Honor and my Religious
Zeal.”

RAHOWA!
The CREATIVITY ALLIANCE neither condones violence or unlawful activities nor do we
promote or incite them, however, we demand that our unconditional right to freedom of
religion be upheld by any means, and at all costs.

Joining the Church of Creativity
New Rules for a New Year: 43AC
Creativity Wants You!
Former Creators from all eras and interested Church Applicants are
encouraged to contact us at: Admin@creativityalliance.com
Anyone that has previously held Ministerial Status under Creativity's
founder, Ben Klassen, or other Church leaders, may retain their title.
After a mandatory six months as a Prospective Church Member and
proof that you are able to adequately fill the position of Minister of
Creativity, you will be issued with a new Ministerial Certificate.
In brief, a member of the religion of Creativity: believes in its mission, accepts instructions issued by
his or her superiors, and fights for its aims.
Further, membership is only invited to those of idealistic purpose. While the Church of Creativity
wants all to support its aims and to believe in the religion of Creativity with a whole heart, it
recognizes that not all White Racial Comrades are ready for the duties and self-sacrifice and selfdiscipline necessary to be an actual member of the Church. Those White Racial Comrades should
instead become Official Supporters of the Creativity Alliance and assist the Holy Cause in whatever
capacity they are able in that context.
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Become a Militant Activist: Becoming an activist for the Church of Creativity is often a lonely
thankless task. You may have to work alone for long periods, or you may have to assume
responsibility and form your own Church Primary Group. You also may have to accept directions
from more experienced Creators. Whatever your situation, remember that the Church of Creativity
does not carry passengers. Anyone that does not pull their weight will be dismissed from the Church.
Fees and Membership Package: Henceforth, the Cost of Membership is for the time being free.
However, if you wish to receive your Membership Package, which consists of a Membership
Certificate style receipt, the Little White Book and the Creativity Alliance Handbook, and a cloth CA
patch, you will need to send a payment of $35. The same goes for Supporters.
In the future, fees will be set at an initial $50 to join the Church, with $35 per annum as ongoing
membership fees. Official Supporter fees will remain at $35.
Prospective Church Members: New Church Members are still required to fill in the application and
fulfil six months as mandatory Prospective Church Members prior to being granted full Church
Membership. Prospects are allowed to turn down Church Membership at any time up until they
have been accepted as full Church Members.
Church Email Address: YourName@creativityalliance.com is also still available to those who choose
to pay for the complete Church Membership Kit. Those who are issued a Church email address are
expected to act as a Contact Point for the Church. Not responding to emails will result in your email
address being withdrawn and a warning of dismissal from the Church will be issued.
Reasons for Dismissal: The Church of Creativity is not a Facebook club. We expect you to contribute
to the greater Creator Community and get active on the street. If the entire extent of your "activism"
consists of posting on Facebook and Twitter, and you do not post on Racial Loyalty News (formerly
Creator Forum) or contribute to Racial Loyalty Newsletter, you will be dismissed from the Church
and relegated to the position of Official Church Supporter.
A.W.O.L.: Failure to remain in contact with the Church body for longer than three months - without
prior arrangement - will also lead to dismissal from the Church.
Leaving the Church: Similarly, those who quit the Church - whether on good terms or otherwise forfeit all titles and rights as a Creator. Those who quit on good terms may consider themselves to
be Church Supporters and are permitted to continue to refer to themselves as Creators. Ministers of
the Church who quit will be considered to be in breach of their sworn Ministerial Oath.
Nevertheless, anyone that quits the Church should not expect to maintain the respect of those who
remain dedicated to our Holy Creed and Cause.
Church Property: Anything and everything bearing a name, title or image representing our Church
remains Church property. Church Members leaving in good standing can request special permission
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to retain Church property – which we are likely to grant considering we are a religious group and we
want our people to go out and spread the good word of the militant White Man's Religion of
Creativity.
Church Members leaving in bad standing must surrender all Church property to their nearest Church
Member. Tattoos must be covered, or removed.
We do have many people that remain offline and refuse to contribute to the greater Creator
Community. Some do so through no fault of their own, and others do so either because of a racial
lethargy or sheer cowardice. Those members will each be considered on their own merits, but the
expectation is that they will be dismissed from the Church and relegated to Official Supporter status.
If you are unable to contribute your efforts to the Church of Creativity in any way at all, then we do
not want you. Our Church needs genuine, dedicated White Racial Loyalists who are ready to be
active NOW and do whatever it takes to win this Racial Holy War.
Do you have what it takes?
http://creativityalliance.com/about-our-church/join-our-church
http://creativityalliance.com/application_supporter.pdf
http://creativityalliance.com/application_member.pdf

Brickbats and Bouquets
Correspondence from Friends and Foes Across the World
Hello Cailen.
I'm a young man from NSW and I would just like
to you to know that I have realistic and brilliant
long-term plans to make a positive difference to
the world, namely by uniting the White Race. I'm
not going to fail.
I know that it's frustrating to live in a world
where the vast majority of White people are
brain-polluted, but things are getting better
believe it or not. In the U.S. the Jewish media
made some front-page articles about how David
Duke has endorsed Donald Trump in a last-ditch
effort to stop him from getting elected. This will
undoubtedly result in (perhaps millions) of White
people Google-searching David Duke and getting
acquainted with his excellent propaganda. David
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Duke was the man who awaked me to the reality
of the Jewish conspiracy so he has done some
very good work. Trump may not be the next
Hitler or anything but he's pushing the collective
mindset further to the right-wing and thereby
paving the way for a future Hitler to take power.
It's also reassuring to know that in Finland a
White-loyalty gang called Odin's Soldiers is
becoming more popular. The name obviously
suggests they have rejected Christianity and are
looking to their ancestral Gods for inspiration.
Klassen was a genius but he wasn't familiar with
recent evidence to support the notion that we
are spiritual beings and there is such a thing as
the afterlife. I suggest a book called The Hidden
Science of Lost Civilizations if you would like to
get familiar with the scientific evidence. Just
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because the Jews monopolised the concept of
spirituality doesn't means that it's a good idea to
reject the spiritual dimension. I have personally
had spiritual experiences before, and this has
helped crystalize my racial understanding and
not detract from it. There's a good interview on
Red Ice radio featuring Seana Fenner (an
emblematically Aryan woman who wants to
bring back a revival of racial loyalty in the form
of Odinism) which is well worth watching.
Stay strong brother!
Warren.
New South Wales, Australia.
To Brother Warren:
We Creators are a Nature based, spiritual people
with connections to Blood, Soil and Honour. Our
belief in an afterlife is of a long golden chain of
heritage from the distant past to a far flung,
Whiter and Brighter future. Anything else is pure
superstition and pseudo-science.

Creativity Alliance,
How do I purchase some of your books? I can’t
seem to find any books up for sale on your site,
only pdf’s and audio’s.
Thank you.
Peter S.
Our Reply:
The two books that we sell at the moment are
the Creativity Alliance Handbook and the Little
White Book. Both are available for purchase at
$35 including postage anywhere in the world.
Images as well as details are included in the
latest Racial Loyalty Newsletter.
If you would like to order the CA Handbook and
the LWB, both can be ordered through me.
International postage from Australia is typically
no less than two weeks and no more than a
month.

As for elections, don’t hold your breath
Creativity Alliance,
expecting the Jewish Oligarchical Government
with its faux democracy to Save the White Race.
In short, White Revolution is the Only Solution – I’m interested in becoming a member, the email
says for a short time the first member fee sign up
RaHoWa!
is free. I’m from the U.S.A. I’m of Welsh and
English descent . I also understand that the fee is
due every February. I'm very concerned for our
race, and would be honoured to be a Creator.
Looking forward to hearing back. I don't have a
printer right now to print out the Membership
Application. Perhaps I can do so online?
Brother James L.
U.S.A.
If you are interested in Finland’s Soldiers of Odin
– a thoroughly decent group of gentlemen I must Our Reply:
say – then you may be interested in the Sons of
Odin range at our Creativity Storefront No problem there. Just send the information
http://www.creativitystorefront.com Pullovers, hats, shirts required in the Member Application via email to
and more at request are available for purchase.
Admin@creativityalliance.com.
Reverend Cailen Cambeul, P.M.E.
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Regarding Membership Fees: We are not
profiteers and as long as Reverend Cambeul
remains as Church Administrator, membership
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will remain cost free.
Membership Packages will of course need to be
purchased, but are entirely voluntary. That is
merely just a case of paying supply costs.
Hello Cailen Cambeul,
In regards to your art submission entitled
'Creator Gal’ to ABC Open’s Pic of the Week
project, in accordance with the ABC Editorial
Policies – Moderating User Generated Content
we will not be publishing this image. We will also
remove your profile from the website.
Offensive posts
UGC will not be published if the ABC considers it
to be abusive, offensive, bullying or violating
laws such as defamation, harassment,
discrimination or racial vilification. Such posts
will be deleted from post-moderated and
reactively moderated sites.
Regards,
The ABC Open Moderation Team.
Australian Broadcasting Corporation.

I was a member of Reverend Butler’s church, I
joined the church when I was 16½ years old.
Once Butler passed the church started to go
downhill, but my faith never faltered. To this day
I still follow his teachings. I'm currently teaching
my wife these beliefs as well. While I was
incarcerated I led a group of like-minded
individuals. Once I was released from prison
thanks to the Department of Corrections I am
labelled no matter where I go. I don't mind this
except one of you get pulled over for speeding
ticket and they run your license they start to act
differently whenever it comes back known
“White supremacist.”
That's enough about us for now I assure
everyone that we will be a great asset to the
Creativity Alliance.
Joshua and Jamie (wife) Hartman.
Illinois, U.S.A.
Our Reply
We know who you are Mr Joshua. M. Hartman
7723 S. Jefferson St, Bartonville Illinois USA
Phone (309) 657 1459
odinismasatru@gmail.com
You are an infiltrator for the enemies of the
White Race. Crawl back into your hole and die.

Notice to our Readers:

Creator Gal, by Reverend Albert
Church of Creativity England

Creativity Alliance,
We wish to become new members to the Church.
I want everyone to know that we will be faithful
followers and teach those around us the true
ways of our people.
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All letters and email to the Editor as well as posts
on Racial Loyalty News/Forum are read with the
intention of finding suitable material for Brickbats
and Bouquets. Anyone who wishes that we protect
their anonymity please specify, and we will use only
initials and the state and country of origin. All
letters for publication are subject to editing for
brevity and clarity.
Published by:
THE CHURCH OF CREATIVITY
P.O. Box 420 Oaklands Park, S.A. 5046 Australia
Admin@CreativityAlliance.com
CreativityAlliance.com
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Letters from Prison
Love Your Race
By Reverend Joel Dufresne
I was thinking about all of the cross organizational drama I have
seen and the best thing for the Church would be a cultural
change where our Church and other so-called Creators would
become so different that it would turn all that intrigue and
drama into something obsolete. If others want to market
themselves as the solution to all of mankind's problems, then rebrand the Church of Creativity as the foundation of tomorrow
and leave all that negative crap to them.
Imagine a Creativity that doesn't focus on pointing the finger at non-Whites or attacking everyone
who disagrees with us or finds themselves out of our good graces. What our Church needs are
people involved in all manner of things from environmentalism to social justice and all the crap in
between.
The powers-that-be brand us as crazies because people cannot relate to us. We don't change our
tune because it’s always the same old song ... over and over again ... blacks, Jews, ZOG ... Hate!
Hate! Hate! …. But rarely ever solutions that would for three seconds feel plausible to the average
White man and woman.
Perhaps if we focused less on recruitment in the short term and focused more on getting our
supporters involved in things that could lend to our credibility in the long term, then we would be in
a much better off position. That is why - before my arrest - I focused mainly on Left-Wing type Racial
Socialist issues when I was out. I am neither Left nor Right because our people have opinions that
need to be nurtured on both sides of that fence. Before my arrest in 2005, the Creator group I was
with were only able to recruit disaffected and angry weirdos that brought their baggage with them.
They didn't join because they cared about anything. They joined because they felt they had an outlet
for their petty jealousies and anger. To deal with those types, my suggestion would be the creation
of focus groups dedicated to certain topics such as current events, history, religion, diet and
exercise, etcetera, etcetera .... Set up point men and people to work as research assistants. Imagine
a bunch of people with relevant issues on their minds other than whining about a bunch of bullshit
that no-one understands because the manner in which their grievances are conveyed is so far out of
the loop, it shocks the target audience into disinterest.
The Church of Creativity takes care of the issue of race for us, so we don't need to harp on it. Nor do
we need to sit there and point fingers at the Jews all day. There is plenty in this world that is wrong.
There is enough blame to go around for everyone, so for us only to focus on the Jew is disingenuous.
There is also the fact that when we do need to lay the blame, we often do so in a very immature
fashion. i.e. Insults and childish language.
Racial Loyalty – Issue No. 108
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Take care brothers.
Reverend Joel Dufresne #257173
Kinross Correctional Facility
4533 W Industrial Park
Kincheloe, Michigan
U.S.A. 49786
http://www.joeldufresnecase.com

Racial Loyalty News
News by White People for White People
Creativity in the News
Extract from American Skinheads: The
Criminology and Control of Hate Crime
The Church of the Creator
A total of seven skinhead leaders in the sample,
from various parts of the nation, referred to
themselves as reverends of the Church of the
Creator. They were all neo-Nazis; they all
embraced beliefs in vengeance, conditional
compassion, and viewed man as an animal. They
all had strong family ties, led Salubrious
lifestyles, and (with one exception) they were all
terrorists who had committed acts of violence
while intoxicated on beer. They were daily
listeners of White Power rock, regular users of
the W.A.R. material, and owners of multiple
firearms.

very core of the American skinhead subculture.
1994
Mark S. Hamm
Google Books
Note: The misnamed “terrorist” that the writer
referred to as the Reverend was Reverend Mark
Wilson (AKA Reverend Brandon O’Roarke), who
became Pontifex Maximus of Creativity in 1992.

During the summer of 1991, the terrorist I have
referred to as the Reverend hosted a Milwaukee
convention for followers of the Church of the
Creator. The event was attended by more than
250 young White Power activists from across the
Midwestern United States and various parts of
Canada. (It was an event that did not go
unnoticed by the FBI.) I interviewed other
subjects who reported that “Creativity” is at the
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When Niggers Attack
Genocide of the White Race

Germany’s “Süddeutsche Zeitung” daily has
reported that last year 13 percent of registered
refugees never went to their planned shelter,
equating to more than 130,000 people.
From DW (Germany)
25 February 2016
http://www.dw.com
Chancellor Merkel's Liberal Refugee Policy
'Unsustainable,' Says French PM
From Yahoo News
12 February 2016
http://news.yahoo.com
Russian PM Medvedev Lambasts
Merkel Migrant Policy

Immigration Causing Serious Social Breakdown

'Stupid'

Excerpt: Russian Prime Minister Dmitry
Medvedev has condemned German Chancellor
Angela Merkel's liberal policy on migrants: "It's
quite simply stupid to open Europe's doors wide
and invite in everyone who wants to come to
your country … European migration policy is a
total failure, all that is absolutely frightening."
Merkel's immigration policy has sparked a
heated public debate in Germany about the
country's ability to integrate the nearly 1.1
million asylum seekers it took in last year.

Excerpt: A sense of accelerating chaos now
hangs over the continent. As the influx across
the eastern Mediterranean grows to more than
3,000 new arrivals every day, on top of all the
other waves of mass immigration, the very fabric
of European civilisation is disintegrating. The
traditional bonds of solidarity and shared
identity are collapsing. In their place there are
fully justified fears about terrorism, extremism,
alien customs and savage misogyny ... The EU's From Yahoo News
whole existence is predicated on the abolition of 11 February 2016
patriotism, frontiers, self-government and http://news.yahoo.com
nationhood. In its drive to create a multicultural
superstate it has left us defenceless against the
migrant floodtide. Our (Britain’s) only hope of
escaping this meltdown is to vote for our exit.
Source: Leo McKinstry
From the Express (U.K.)

1 February 2016

http://www.express.co.uk
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Support Your Local Creator

Joseph Esposito #20315402
OSP
2605 State St.
Salem, Oregon
U.S.A. 97310

http://rahowadirectory.com/esposito

John C. Barletta #80698
Central NM Correctional Facility
P.O. Drawer 1328
Los Lunas, New Mexico
U.S.A. 87031-1328
James Holbrook #48051-177
FCI Seagoville
PO Box 9000
Seagoville, Texas
U.S.A. 75159-9000
Joel Dufresne #257173
Michigan Reformatory (RMI)
1342 W. Main
Ionia, Michigan
U.S.A. 48846
http://www.joeldufresnecase.com
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… And more at CreativityStorefront.com
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Creator Classifieds
Buy, Swap, Sell, Donate & Get Active
Place Your Own Ad Here!
Available From Reverend Cailen Cambeul, P.M.E.
P.O. Box 420 Oaklands Park, S.A. 5046 Australia
Admin@creativityalliance.com
Ask for postage costs prior to placing order

The Little White Book 40th Anniversary Edition: $20
The Creativity Alliance Members’ & Supporters’ Handbook: $15
Creator Flags 6x4 (feet): $35
Creativity Alliance Cloth Patches: $7
Church Logo Cloth Patches: $7
Custom Orders and Delivery from Creativity Storefront by Arrangement
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